MORROCCAN WATERJET LAYOUT & PACKAGING EXPLANATION
Description - Morroccan is a 4-Design Pattern Waterjet Stone mosaic, meaning there are 4 separate pieces - each with
a different color combination that make up the design. Because of this, Morroccan is sold in 4 piece sets, each box
containing a total of 4 pieces. The Factory has created the item with an intended design, which is illustrated below.
Morroccan's Intended design / layout

FAQ:
* Can I buy just one individual color?
- No, It is sold only in 4 piece sets as
packaged by the factory.
* Can I buy just 1 or 2 pieces?
- No, because it is sold by the 4 piece set
it is sold only by the box (4 pieces)
* Can I special order just 1 color?
- This is possible on a case by case basis
but lead time would be 10-12 weeks
and a minimum qty would apply.

Marketing / Sampling Info - Each Swatchcard sampleboard supplied by IWT includes a range picture to show
the layout so the customer can see the intended full design. Due to size constraints of Samples it is impossible to
show the full layout in actual pieces, therefore we must rely on the images to best tell the story as with all of our
Pattern products. Full sticker is shown below:

Range picture shown on SWCD sticker so
customer can see the full color combination.

Individual Morroccan pieces shown on front
of swatchcard. Most customers will only
receive one card / one color

Installation Info - Included in every box of Morroccan is a diagram showing the installer the full layout and
the individual pieces. Here is a copy of the diagram and pictures of the boxes as they will appear to the
customer and installer:
Full document shown in each box

On the next page you will also find a helpful diagram showing each piece identified and laid out in
the intended pattern:

